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Wacom to broaden digital pen interoperability in the marketplace under
Universal Pen Framework (UPF) along with Microsoft
Tokyo, March 31, 2016 ----- Wacom Co., Ltd. made the announcement noted above. For
further detail, please refer to the attached English press release below. Although this
agreement is not anticipated to have a material impact on Wacom's consolidated financial
results immediately, we consider that it is beneficial for investors to be informed of this
release by taking account of probability of impact attributable to related business activities
in future.

Wacom Co., Ltd announced today its Universal Pen Framework (UPF) initiative has
entered a new stage with Microsoft Corp. licensing its Microsoft Pen Protocol to Wacom. In
the near future Wacom’s digital pen solutions will incorporate both Microsoft Pen and
Wacom Active ESTM Pen protocols, helping customers better take advantage of Windows
Ink on Windows 10 devices.

Wacom is working to build pens that support both protocols,

targeting delivery this holiday season at the end of 2016.
“This is truly groundbreaking: now we have two leading pen protocols—by Microsoft and
Wacom—that can be tapped on demand with a single pen,” said Masahiko Yamada,
President & CEO of Wacom. “Supporting multiple protocols makes our pen incredibly fast
and easy for people to write intelligent notes, be creative, and get productive when using
Windows Ink on their Windows 10 devices. As well as advocating the digital pen as a
primary interface tool for mobile products and services, we also believe in the power of
digital ink as a transformational medium. Digital ink can convey people’s creativity by
enabling ideas to be captured and shared over the cloud, while sustaining the evolution of
those ideas. I’m looking forward to seeing how we can accelerate the emergence of digital
stationery in collaboration with valued partners like Microsoft,” he added.
“Windows Ink makes it easy for people to turn their thoughts into actions,” said Kevin Gallo,
corporate vice president of Windows Developer Platform, Microsoft, Corp. “People that use
pens with their Windows 10 devices are happier, more engaged, more creative, and
productive. Today‘s agreement with Wacom will help customers get a great Windows Ink
experience on virtually all pen-enabled Windows 10 devices.”

Wacom has been supplying its Active ESTM pen solution to a number of OEM customers
since 2014. In order to ensure interoperability of digital pens among multiple platforms,
Wacom has been developing the multi-protocol pen technology in collaboration with key IT
industry players such touch controller suppliers, display manufacturers and platform
developers, under the name of UPF (version 2.0).
As part of the UPF 2.0 initiative, this agreement between the two companies makes it
possible for Wacom to manufacture multi-protocol pen solutions including Microsoft Pen
and Active ESTM protocols on demand. It is hoped that this will help to bolster broad
consumer demand for digital pen and ink as enabling tools for communication, expression,
business, education and entertainment, covering various aspects of people’s daily
activities.
On January 7, 2016, Wacom introduced the Digital Stationery Consortium, which promotes
the digital inking experience across multiple mobile ecosystems and solutions through
collaboration with companies across a range of sectors, from IT hardware, software and
service providers, through to businesses in stationery, publishing and education fields. The
agreement on digital pen protocols is a huge step forward toward the era of simple, highquality digital pen and ink experience, and it will form one of the pillars of the Digital
Stationery Consortium.

Note: The above looking-forward statements are based on currently available information
and assumptions of uncertainties which can influence future results as of the
announcement date. Please note that actual results could materially differ from these
forecasted results due to various factors.
(*) This is translated to English from a Japanese announcement solely for convenience of
non-Japanese readers.
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